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Abstract
Graph coloring is one of the hardest combinatorial optimization problems forwhich awide variety of algorithms has been proposed
over the last 30 years. The problem is as follows: given a graph one has to assign a label to each vertex such that no monochromatic
edge appears and the number of different labels used is minimized. In this paper we present a new heuristic for this problem which
works with two different functionalities. One is deﬁned by two greedy subroutines, the former being a greedy constructive one
and the other a greedy modiﬁcation one. The other functionality is a perturbation subroutine, which can produce also infeasible
colorings, and the ability is then to retrieve feasible solutions. In our experimentation the proper tuning of this optimization scheme
produced good results on known graph coloring benchmarks.
© 2007 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction and problem deﬁnition
Let G be an undirected graph, with node set V and edge set E. A stable set is a subset S ⊆ V of nodes such that no
two of them are adjacent. A coloring of the vertices of G is an assignment of labels (colors) drawn from {1, . . . , |V |}
to the vertices of G such that no monochromatic edge is allowed. In vertex coloring one is concerned with ﬁnding the
chromatic number of G, i.e., the minimum number of labels satisfying the latter constraint, denoted as (G).
Graph coloring problems are ubiquitous, and have implications for several applications, including scheduling (see
e.g. [1,4]), timetabling (see e.g. [15]), and computer register allocation (see e.g. [30]). Although the broad applicability
of graph coloring techniques suggests that effective algorithms would be of great interest, a limited number of exact
algorithms have been presented in literature. This can be explained by the theoretical and experimental complexity of
the problem. In fact, the coloring problem is in generalNP-complete [23,24] and remainsNP-complete in many
special cases, such as the 3-colorability [13]. It is also known that approximating the chromatic number of a graph to
within any constant factor (or even to within n for a sufﬁciently small ) isNP-complete [35]. On the other hand,
experimental results show that exact coloring codes (see e.g. [6,10,16,34,36,40,42] are able to solve instances having
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sizes (e.g. see the limit of 100 nodes for random graphs [27,6]) which are small when compared to those generated by
many real world applications.
This highlights the importance of designing good coloring heuristics. Indeed, coloring applications tend to generate
large graphs,where good solutions are required quickly, and forwhich exact codes fail.Another issue relates to obtaining
good upper bounds. This is important for combinatorial optimization problems (e.g. in branch and bound algorithms),
and in particular for coloring: for instance, it is well known that decreasing the upper bound from (G) + 1 to (G)
results in a sharp 40% reduction in the total number of subproblems that have to be considered [41].
Many heuristic algorithms have been developed for graph coloring e.g. based on tabu search [17,22,28], genetic
operators [9,18,19], simulated annealing [29], and on other features like those in [5,7,8,14,34,37]. The running times of
these methods can be very high, especially for large graphs; in particular, this is the case for stochastic algorithms such
as genetic algorithms and simulated annealing. This is clearly unsatisfactory for many applications, where coloring is
used as a subroutine of more complex procedures, and where a solution is required in a limited amount of time.Among
these applications, we cite scheduling problems, where a set of limited resources has to be allocated among a set of
tasks: here, a coloring solution corresponds to a feasible schedule where edges represent constraints among tasks (e.g.
see [2,11,31]).
Since trading off solution quality and running times in the applications, especially for medium to large graphs, is
important, designing an algorithm with this feature is one of the goals of this paper. In particular, starting from the idea
of producing high quality solutions within limited computing times, we present a method that combines a fast local
search with procedures that forces the algorithms to work with infeasible solutions. The general scheme is as follows:
the algorithm ﬁrst works by alternating two greedy functions, being one greedy constructive and the second greedy
modiﬁcation. Then, by means of a random choice, the algorithm switches from the greedy functions to a so-called
small perturbation subroutine which tries to escape from local optima by assigning some nodes to infeasible colors
obtaining a nonlegal solution; at this point the algorithm works with the goal of achieving a new feasible solution. The
process keeps on iterating among these functionalities until either a target coloring or a time limit is met.
We experimented extensively on benchmarks available at http://mat.gsia.cmu.edu/COLOR02 and com-
pared the performance of our algorithm with the best solutions achieved by known algorithms (such as [19,29,34,37]),
noting that the proper tuning of the proposed optimization procedure gave promising results.
The remainder of this work is organized as follows: Section 2 contains the description of the algorithm, while
Section 3 provides extensive experimental results. Section 4 concludes the paper.
2. The iterative algorithm
In this section we describe the local search algorithm called Iterative Greedy Algorithm (IGrAl); in the ﬁrst part
of this section we describe how the algorithm works with the greedy subroutines; in the second part of the section
we show how solutions are perturbed and possibly infeasibility is generated; ﬁnally, we describe how infeasibility is
managed.
2.1. The local search algorithm: the greedy phase
This phase of IGrAl is mainly conceived to work within limited computing times rather than to ﬁnd the best
possible solutions at the price of signiﬁcant computational effort. Thus, we designed IGrAl around functions with a
low computational complexity, and, more particularly, the main blocks of this phase of IGrAl are represented by two
greedy functions, namely Lowest and Highest. The former works on an ordered list of nodes, say , iteratively
assigning the smallest admissible color to each node in , and ends up with a feasible UB coloring. Once Lowest has
processed all the nodes in , Highest starts from this solution, and, according to the same ordering , assigns the
highest admissible color which is less than UB. In Table 1we report the description of Highest.
Fig. 1 shows the ﬁrst execution of Lowest and Highest, when  is (a, b, d, c, e, f ). Note that Fig. 1 is also an
example on how Highest is able to improve the solution offered by Lowest.
To avoid Highest and Lowest producing a solution with the same quality for a long time, we introduce some
additional ingredients to locally perturb the solution in such cases. Table 2 contains the complete outline of IGrAl,
where Lowest and Highest are embedded in an iterative local search framework.
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Table 1
Function Highest
Step 1. Let the current solution be the one obtained by Lowest. This solution uses UB colors. Let c(i) be the color associated with
vertex i in the current solution;
Step 2. For i = 1, . . . , n do
Step 2.1. If it is possible to replace, in the current solution, c(i) by a color with index k such that c(i)< k <UB and keep a feasible
solution, then c(i) is set to the largest possible such value.
The resulting solution is the new current solution.
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Fig. 1. Example of execution of Highest and Lowest.
Table 2
The algorithm IGrAl
Step 1. While (Stopping_Criterion not veriﬁed) do
Step 1.1. Compute  at random;
Step 1.2. Lowest;
Step 1.3. Highest;
Step 1.4. Compact_Solution;
Step 1.5. if the solution has not been improved after a certain number of iterations then Small_Perturbation.
Table 3
The subroutine Compact_Solution
Step 1. For each color class k = 1, . . . , UB do
Step 1.1. If there exists no node assigned to color class k, then rename color class s = k + 1, . . . , UB as s − 1.
It can be noted that besides the latter two functionalities, we have two new subroutines, one in Step 1.4 called
Compact_Solution which compacts the coloring found by Highest to possibly eliminate one or more color
classes which have remained empty (see Table 3). The other is Small_Perturbation.
2.2. Perturbing solutions
Small_Perturbation (Step 1.4) is described in more detail in Table 4, and is executed when Highest and
Lowest are not able to improve the solution after either a certain amount of time or number of iterations. Before
entering into the details ofSmall_Perturbation, we note thatIGrAl iteratively restartswith the greedy subroutine
Lowest. This renders IGrAl a sort of multi-start greedy algorithm, where, similarly to what happens for Highest
after Lowest, the computation of Lowest at the beginning of a new iteration is affected by the solution found at the
end of the previous iteration (an iteration of IGrAl is a complete execution of the Steps from 1.1 to 1.5).
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Table 4
The subroutine Small_Perturbation
Step 2.4.1 if stop = 0 and the solution is feasible
Step 2.4.1.1 stop = 1;
Step 2.4.1.2 change the color of node i, if cH (i) = UB (the solution can be infeasible);
Step 2.4.2 else
Step 2.4.3 if rand(10)<k1 and the solution is not feasible, then retrieve a feasible coloring by deleting the conﬂicting nodes from the
current solution, and then completing the partial coloring so obtained by greedily assigning these nodes to new color classes;
Step 2.4.4 else Manage_Infeasibility;
Step 2.4.5 if rand(10)<k2 stop = 0.
Table 5
Neighborhood choice in Manage_Infeasibility
Step 1. Start with a neighborhood which uses random moves;
Step 2. if the degree sumof the nodes generating infeasibility is lower than r times the lowest node degree of the graph, then switch to the neighborhood
in which nodes are moved based on the minimization of the node degree.
Table 4 shows the pseudo-code of function Small_Perturbation, which is invoked when no improvement
stems from Highest. Note that stop is a binary variable initialized to zero. Small_Perturbation works by ﬁrst
evaluating if the current solution is admissible. Obviously, the ﬁrst time it is executed the solution is feasible. Thus,
Steps 2.4.1.1 and 2.4.1.2 are processed and the solution is made infeasible by changing the colors of the nodes with
cH (·)=UB (implementation details are discussed in the next subsection). Now, it is clear that in the next iteration, the
solution can be infeasible since the color bound used is (UB −1). This motivates the existence of Step 2.4.3 that, under
the probabilistic conditions described in the implementation details, retrieves a feasible solution when neither Lowest
nor Highest are able to do so. To be more speciﬁc, a feasible solution in Step 2.4.3 is obtained by ﬁrst removing
the set of nodes whose colors are not allowed, and then by greedily assigning them to the partial coloring so obtained
forming new maximal stable sets (color classes). If such a condition is not veriﬁed, i.e., if the solution is infeasible but
if rand(10)k1, we run a subroutine called Manage_Infeasibiliy which plays the role of operating with local
search in the graph to retrieve feasibility for a certain number of iterations or computing time.
In order to avoid that, at each iteration, a feasible coloringwhich has not been improved byHighest is systematically
violated, Step 2.4.4 prohibits the execution of Step 2.4.2 with a certain probability (for implementation details, the
reader is referred again to the next subsection). In Steps 2.4.3 and 2.4.5 rand(10) is a number, uniformly drawn at
random, from 1 to 10.
2.3. Coping with infeasibility
Infeasibility is generated to escape from local optima.When a feasible solution is generated, the objective is to solve
a decision problem rather than on optimization problem. Indeed, the input is the immediately lower coloring value
than the current solution value UB and the guess is to ﬁnd a legal UB − 1 coloring. This way of proceeding can be
typically met in the literature in tabu search algorithms (see e.g. [28]) or in evolutionary algorithms (see e.g. [22]). In
such algorithms one starts from an initial feasible solution with k colors e.g. offered by a greedy construction method,
and then iteratively tries to ﬁnd a feasible k − 1 coloring until a time limit or a target solution is found.
In IGrAl we proposed to use a sort of hybrid mechanism that allows feasible solutions, e.g. see Highest and
Lowest, and at certain point in time switches to an infeasible solution.When IGrAl has to cope with such a situation,
i.e., with a non legal solution, it tries to move vertices assigned conﬂicting colors to new colors classes by means of
two methods: the former is the one used in the Impasse Neighborhood tabu search algorithm of Morgenstern [37],
where nodes from the impass class are moved based on minimizing the sum of the degrees of the nodes generating
infeasibility, and the other is to apply a random selection of these nodes. This twofold choice of the neighborhood is
done based on what the algorithm is doing, as reported in Table 5.
An important fact to be remarked is that one can tune IGrAl by using k1 in the following way: as soon as one
makes k1 close to 10 the relation rand(10)<k1 has a higher chance to be veriﬁed, and thus one is willing not to use
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Table 6
The subroutine Manage_Infeasibility
Step 1. While ((a target number of moves is not reached) or (a feasible solution is achieved)) do
Step 1.1. Select the neighborhood;
Step 1.2. Apply local search to retrieve feasibility.
infeasibility, since entering Step 2.4.3 means to construct a feasible solution. In doing so, one is just retrieving the
solution that was destroyed before in Step 2.4.1.2 On the contrary, the lower k1 the higher the probability to use
Manage_Infeasibility.
Once we are in the Manage_Infeasibility subroutine, differently from how tabu search or similar algorithms
act, IGrAl, after a certain number of moves (or after a certain amount of time), retrieves feasibility as described
in the previous section, i.e., by allocating infeasible vertices to an additional number of color classes. The overall
Manage_Infeasibility function is described in Table 6.
The Stopping_Criterion in Step 2 of IGrAl is veriﬁed when IGrAl is not able to improve the last best
solution within a user deﬁned time limit. We conclude this subsection noting that the computational complexity of an
iteration of IGrAl is O(|V |2).
3. Experimental results
3.1. Presentation of the experiments
In this section we give our experimental ﬁndings. IGrAl was implemented in the C language and run on a PC
Pentium IV with 2.8MHz processor and 512MB RAM. Results on machine benchmarks r100.5, r200.5 r300.5, r400.5
and r500.5 are 0.08, 2.02, 22.68, 144.25 and 412.89 user time seconds, respectively. We experimented with all the 119
benchmark graphs drawn from http://mat.gsia.cmu.edu/COLOR02, and show our results in Tables 11–13.
The benchmarks along with their characteristics, i.e., nodes, edges, and density, are reported in Tables 7–9. Benchmarks
in Table 7 have different characteristics.
• MYC graphs, i.e., Mycielski graphs, have a clique number (G) = 2 and increasing chromatic numbers, i.e., 4, 5,
6, 7 and 8 for Myciel3, Myciel4, Myciel5, Myciel6 and Myciel7, respectively.
• DSJ graphs, i.e., DSJC and DSJR, are random and geometric graphs. DSJC are standard (n, p) random graphs,
where x.y means that the graph has x nodes and an edge probability equal to 0.y, e.g. 1000.9 is a graph with 1000
nodes and a density of 0.9. DSJR are geometric graphs, with DSJR.c being complements of geometric graphs. They
were introduced by Johnson et al. [29] to provide benchmarks for heuristics (note that the number of nodes in these
graphs goes from 125 to 1000). Thus, it is not easy to ﬁnd good solutions, especially if we consider those with a
density of 0.5 and 0.9, and with a number of nodes greater than 125.
• LEI graphs, i.e., Leighton graphs, have a large size (450 nodes) and a chromatic number equal to the maximum
clique size equal to 5 (Le450_5*), 15 (Le450_15*) and 25 (Le450_25*). Those with the extension c and d are, in
general, more difﬁcult than those with the extension a and b. A reference for such benchmarks is [33].
• CAR graphs, i.e., k-Insertion graphs and Full Insertion graphs. k-Insertions graphs have (G) = 2. Indeed, they
are generated by modifying the Mycielski transformation [38] in order to obtain graphs with larger diameters. Full
insertion graphs are a generalization of Mycielski graphs with inserted nodes to increase graph size but not density.
FullIns graphs are either (G) or (G) + 1 colorable, and have a size of up to 4146 nodes.
• REG benchmarks are problem based on register allocation for variables in real codes.
• SCH graphs are school graphs with and without study halls.
• SGB benchmarks are graphs from Donald Knuth’s Stanford GraphBase. These can be divided into:
◦ Book Graphs. Given a work of literature, a graph is created where each node represents a character. Two nodes
are connected by an edge if the corresponding characters encounter each other in the book. Knuth creates the
graphs for ﬁve classic works: Tolstoy’sAnna Karenina (anna), Dicken’s David Copperﬁeld (david), Homer’s Iliad
(homer), Twain’s Huckleberry Finn (huck), and Hugo’s Les Misérables (jean).
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Table 7
Benchmarks used in the experiments and their characteristics (1/3)
Name Id class Nodes Arcs Density
DSJC125.1 DSJ 125 736 0.09
DSJC125.5 DSJ 125 3891 0.50
DSJC125.9 DSJ 125 6961 0.90
DSJC250.1 DSJ 250 3218 0.10
DSJC250.5 DSJ 250 15668 0.50
DSJC250.9 DSJ 250 27897 0.90
DSJC500.1 DSJ 500 12458 0.10
DSJC500.5 DSJ 500 62624 0.50
DSJC500.9 DSJ 500 112437 0.90
DSJR500.1 DSJ 500 3555 0.03
DSJR500.1c DSJ 500 121275 0.97
DSJR500.5 DSJ 500 58862 0.47
DSJC1000.1 DSJ 1000 49629 0.10
DSJC1000.5 DSJ 1000 249826 0.50
DSJC1000.9 DSJ 1000 449449 0.90
fpsol2.i.1 REG 496 11654 0.09
fpsol2.i.2 REG 451 8691 0.09
fpsol2.i.3 REG 425 8688 0.10
inithx.i.1 REG 864 18707 0.05
inithx.i.2 REG 645 13979 0.07
inithx.i.3 REG 621 13969 0.07
latin_square_10 LAT 900 307350 0.76
le450_15a LEI 450 8168 0.08
le450_15b LEI 450 8169 0.08
le450_15c LEI 450 16680 0.17
le450_15d LEI 450 16750 0.17
le450_25a LEI 450 8260 0.08
le450_25b LEI 450 8263 0.08
le450_25c LEI 450 17343 0.17
le450_25d LEI 450 17425 0.17
le450_5a LEI 450 5714 0.06
le450_5b LEI 450 5734 0.06
le450_5c LEI 450 9803 0.10
le450_5d LEI 450 9757 0.10
mulsol.i.1 REG 197 3925 0.20
mulsol.i.2 REG 188 3885 0.22
mulsol.i.3 REG 184 3916 0.23
mulsol.i.4 REG 185 3946 0.23
mulsol.i.5 REG 186 3973 0.23
school1 SCH 385 19095 0.26
school1_nsh SCH 352 14612 0.24
zeroin.i.1 REC 211 4100 0.19
zeroin.i.2 REC 211 3541 0.16
zeroin.i.3 REC 206 3540 0.17
anna SBG 138 493 0.05
david SBG 87 406 0.11
homer SBG 561 1629 0.01
◦ Game Graphs. A graph representing the games played in a college football season can be represented by a graph
where the nodes represent each college team. Two teams are connected by an edge if they played each other during
the season. Knuth gives the graph for the 1990 college football season.
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Table 8
Benchmarks used in the experiments and their characteristics (2/3)
Name Id class Nodes Arcs Density
huck SBG 74 301 0.11
jean SBG 80 254 0.08
games120 SBG 120 638 0.09
miles1000 SBG 128 3216 0.40
miles1500 SBG 128 5198 0.64
miles250 SBG 128 387 0.05
miles500 SBG 128 1170 0.14
miles750 SBG 128 2113 0.26
queen5_5 SBG 25 160 0.53
queen6_6 SBG 36 290 0.46
queen7_7 SBG 49 476 0.40
queen8_12 SBG 96 1368 0.30
queen8_8 SBG 64 728 0.36
queen9_9 SBG 81 2112 0.65
queen10_10 SBG 100 2940 0.59
queen11_11 SBG 121 3960 0.55
queen12_12 SBG 144 5192 0.50
queen13_13 SBG 169 6656 0.47
queen14_14 SBG 196 8372 0.44
queen15_15 SBG 225 10360 0.41
queen16_16 SBG 256 12640 0.39
myciel3 MYC 11 20 0.36
myciel4 MYC 23 71 0.28
myciel5 MYC 47 236 0.22
myciel6 MYC 95 755 0.17
myciel7 MYC 191 2360 0.13
mugg88_1 MIZ 88 146 0.04
mugg88_25 MIZ 88 146 0.04
mugg100_1 MIZ 100 166 0.03
mugg100_25 MIZ 100 166 0.03
abb313GPIA KOS 1557 53356 0.04
ash331GPIA KOS 662 4185 0.02
ash608GPIA KOS 1216 7844 0.01
ash958GPIA KOS 1916 12506 0.01
will199GPIA KOS 701 6772 0.03
1-Insertions_4 CAR 67 232 0.10
1-Insertions_5 CAR 202 1227 0.06
1-Insertions_6 CAR 607 6337 0.03
2-Insertions_3 CAR 37 72 0.11
2-Insertions_4 CAR 149 541 0.05
2-Insertions_5 CAR 597 3936 0.02
3-Insertions_3 CAR 56 110 0.07
3-Insertions_4 CAR 281 1046 0.03
3-Insertions_5 CAR 1406 9695 0.01
4-Insertions_3 CAR 79 156 0.05
4-Insertions_4 CAR 475 1795 0.02
1-FullIns_3 CAR 30 100 0.23
◦ Miles Graphs. These graphs are similar to geometric graphs in that nodes are placed in space with two nodes
connected if they are close enough. These graphs, however, are not random. The nodes represent a set of United
States cities and the distance between them is given by roadmileage from1947.These graphs are also due toKnuth.
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Table 9
Benchmarks used in the experiments and their characteristics (3/3)
Name Id class Nodes Arcs Density
1-FullIns_4 CAR 93 593 0.14
1-FullIns_5 CAR 282 3247 0.08
2-FullIns_3 CAR 52 201 0.15
2-FullIns_4 CAR 212 1621 0.07
2-FullIns_5 CAR 852 12201 0.03
3-FullIns_3 CAR 80 346 0.11
3-FullIns_4 CAR 405 3524 0.04
3-FullIns_5 CAR 2030 33751 0.02
4-FullIns_3 CAR 114 541 0.08
4-FullIns_4 CAR 690 6650 0.03
4-FullIns_5 CAR 4146 77305 0.01
5-FullIns_3 CAR 154 792 0.07
5-FullIns_4 CAR 1085 11395 0.02
wap01a KOS 2368 110871 0.04
wap02a KOS 2464 111742 0.04
wap03a KOS 4730 286722 0.03
wap04a KOS 5231 294902 0.02
wap05a KOS 905 43081 0.11
wap06a KOS 947 43571 0.10
wap07a KOS 1809 103368 0.06
wap08a KOS 1870 104176 0.06
qg.order30 GOM 900 26100 0.06
qg.order40 GOM 1600 62400 0.05
qg.order60 GOM 3600 212400 0.03
qg.order100 GOM 10000 990000 0.02
Table 10
Trend of solution values on a restricted set of benchmarks varying r in Step 2 of Table 5
r = 5 r = 10 r = 15
DSJC125.9 43 43 44
DSJC250.9 73 72 73
DSJC500.9 130 129 130
◦ Queen Graphs. Given an n by n chessboard, a queen graph is a graph on n2 nodes, each corresponding to a square
of the board. Two nodes are connected by an edge if the corresponding squares are in the same row, column, or
diagonal. Unlike some of the other graphs, the coloring problem on this graph has a natural interpretation: given
such a chessboard, is it possible to place n sets of n queens on the board so that no two queens of the same set are
in the same row, column, or diagonal? The answer is yes if and only if the graph has coloring number n. Chvatal
has a page on such colorings [12].
• MIZ are graphs that are almost 3-colorable, but have a hard-to-ﬁnd four clique embedded.
• HOS are graphs obtained from amatrix partitioning problem in the segmented columns approach to determine sparse
Jacobian matrices.
• KOS graphs are generated from real-life optical network design problems. Each vertex corresponds to a lightpath in
the network; edges correspond to intersecting paths.
• GOM graphs are Latin squares with standard encoding.
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Table 11
Performance of IGrAl and comparison with best known results (1/3)
Name IGrAl Colors IGrAl Time Best known
DSJC125.1 5 0 5
DSJC125.5 17 389 17
DSJC125.9 43 5 44
DSJC250.1 8 10 8
DSJC250.5 29 3252 28
DSJC250.9 72 156 72
DSJC500.1 12 0 12
DSJC500.5 50 128 48
DSJC500.9 129 1256 126
DSJR500.1 12 0 12
DSJR500.1c 85 20 85
DSJR500.5 126 1815 123
DSJC1000.1 22 23 20
DSJC1000.5 94 2486 83
DSJC1000.9 239 3122 224
fpsol2.i.1 65 0 65
fpsol2.i.2 30 0 30
fpsol2.i.3 30 0 30
inithx.i.1 54 0 54
inithx.i.2 31 0 31
inithx.i.3 31 0 31
latin_square_10 100 3254 100
le450_15a 15 1489 15
le450_15b 15 1525 15
le450_15c 16 81 15
le450_15d 16 34 15
le450_25a 25 0 25
le450_25b 25 0 25
le450_25c 27 46 26
le450_25d 27 17 26
le450_5a 5 17 5
le450_5b 5 5 5
le450_5c 5 3 5
le450_5d 5 1 5
mulsol.i.1 49 0 49
mulsol.i.2 31 0 31
mulsol.i.3 31 0 31
mulsol.i.4 31 0 31
mulsol.i.5 31 0 31
school1 14 0 14
school1_nsh 14 0 14
zeroin.i.1 49 0 49
zeroin.i.2 30 0 30
zeroin.i.3 30 0 30
anna 11 0 11
david 11 0 11
homer 13 0 13
huck 11 0 11
jean 10 0 10
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Table 12
Performance of IGrAl and comparison with best known results (2/3)
Name IGrAl Colors IGrAl Time Best known
games120 9 0 9
miles1000 42 0 42
miles1500 73 0 73
miles250 8 0 8
miles500 20 0 20
miles750 31 0 31
multicolumn1lqueen5_5 5 0 5
queen6_6 7 0 7
queen7_7 7 0 7
queen8_12 12 0 12
queen8_8 9 0 9
queen9_9 10 625 10
queen10_10 11 0 11
queen11_11 11 892 11
queen12_12 14 0 13
queen13_13 15 0 14
queen14_14 16 0 15
queen15_15 16 0 16
queen16_16 17 0 17
myciel3 4 0 4
myciel4 5 0 5
myciel5 6 0 6
myciel6 7 0 7
myciel7 8 0 8
mugg88_1 4 0 4
mugg88_25 4 0 4
mugg100_1 4 0 4
mugg100_25 4 0 4
abb313GPIA 10 6 11
ash331GPIA 4 4 5
ash608GPIA 4 6 5
ash958GPIA 4 6 6
will199GPIA 7 2 7
1-Insertions_4 5 0 5
1-Insertions_5 6 0 6
1-Insertions_6 7 0 7
2-Insertions_3 4 0 4
2-Insertions_4 5 0 5
2-Insertions_5 6 0 6
3-Insertions_3 4 0 4
3-Insertions_4 5 0 5
3-Insertions_5 6 0 6
4-Insertions_3 4 0 4
4-Insertions_4 5 0 5
1-FullIns_3 4 0 4
1-FullIns_4 5 0 5
1-FullIns_5 6 0 6
2-FullIns_3 5 0 5
2-FullIns_4 6 0 6
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Table 13
Performance of IGrAl and comparison with best known results (3/3)
Name IGrAl Colors IGrAl Time Best known
2-FullIns_5 7 0 7
3-FullIns_3 6 0 6
3-FullIns_4 7 0 7
3-FullIns_5 8 0 8
4-FullIns_3 7 0 7
4-FullIns_4 8 0 8
4-FullIns_5 9 0 9
5-FullIns_3 8 0 8
5-FullIns_4 9 0 9
wap01a 45 233 45
wap02a 44 1914 44
wap03a 50 7 53
wap04a 46 125 48
wap05a 50 0 50
wap06a 43 346 44
wap07a 45 521 45
wap08a 45 225 45
qg.order30 30 2 30
qg.order40 40 4 40
qg.order60 60 8 60
qg.order100 100 14 100
3.2. Implementation details
Referring to Step 2.4.1.2 of subroutine Small_Perturbation we have investigated two implementations: one
is to move all the nodes in color class UB to (UB − 1), and the other is to uniformly assign, at random, each node in
color class UB to a color class from 1 to UB. In the same subroutine, we experimented with different values of k1 and
k2 (see Steps 2.4.3 and 2.4.5, respectively) and found that 3 was the best one for both of them.
Referring to the neighborhood of the local search in the Manage_Infeasibility subroutine, we ﬁxed r = 10
based on a tuning made on a restricted set of the benchmarks (in Table 10 we show a subset of the latter).
Note that also in the description of IGrAl (see Step 1.5 in Table 2) we have to deﬁne how many iterations have
to be spent before Small_Perturbation is run. We used the criterion of waiting for 1 000 000 moves before
Manage_Infeasibility is halted.
For the sake of completeness we notice that, while the settings of parameters given above consistently provide good
results across the broad range of instances, the results in Tables 11–13 are sometimes produced by individually tuned
parameters.
IGrAl was implemented with Stopping_Criterion that halts the algorithm after 3600 s (see Step 1
of Table 2).
3.3. Analysis of the performance of IGrAl
We analyze the performance of IGrAl as reported in the following points.
(a) Evaluation of the solution quality and running time.As mentioned in the previous paragraph, we run the algorithm
for 3600 s and report on the best solution values so far obtained and the time in seconds at which such solutions
were found.
(b) Comparison with the best known solutions, i.e., the minimum among the solution values achieved by coloring
algorithms in the open literature.
(c) Comparison with tabu search algorithms drawn from the state of the art. In particular, we compare our approach
to the results obtained by Tabucol [28] with multiple restarts. This kind of comparison was proposed in [21].
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Table 14
Comparison among Dsatur, Tabucol and Amacol (1/3)
Name Dsatur ShortTabu LongTabu Amacol IGrAl
DSJC125.1 6 5 5 5 5
DSJC125.5 21 17 17 17 17
DSJC125.9 50 44 44 44 43
DSJC250.1 10 8 8 8 8
DSJC250.5 38 30 29 28 29
DSJC250.9 91 73 72 72 72
DSJC500.1 16 13 13 12 12
DSJC500.5 67 53 50 48 50
DSJC500.9 161 133 130 126 129
DSJR500.1 12 12 12 12 12
DSJR500.1c 87 87 86 86 85
DSJR500.5 130 128 128 125 126
SJC1000.1 26 22 22 20 22
DSJC1000.5 114 95 89 84 94
DSJC1000.9 297 248 245 224 239
fpsol2.i.1 65 65 65 65 65
fpsol2.i.2 30 30 30 30 30
fpsol2.i.3 30 30 30 30 30
inithx.i.1 54 54 54 54 54
inithx.i.2 31 31 31 31 31
inithx.i.3 31 31 31 31 31
latin_square_10 126 113 106 104 100
le450_15a 16 15 15 15 15
le450_15b 16 15 15 15 15
le450_15c 24 21 16 15 16
le450_15d 24 22 16 15 16
le450_25a 25 25 25 25 25
le450_25b 25 25 25 25 25
le450_25c 29 27 26 26 27
le450_25d 28 27 27 26 27
le450_5a 10 5 5 5 5
le450_5b 9 5 5 5 5
le450_5c 6 5 5 5 5
le450_5d 11 5 5 5 5
mulsol.i.1 49 49 49 49 49
mulsol.i.2 31 31 31 31 31
mulsol.i.3 31 31 31 31 31
mulsol.i.4 31 31 31 31 31
mulsol.i.5 31 31 31 31 31
school1 17 14 14 14 14
school1_nsh 25 14 14 14 14
zeroin.i.1 49 49 49 49 49
zeroin.i.2 30 30 30 30 30
zeroin.i.3 30 30 30 30 30
anna 11 11 11 11 11
david 11 11 11 11 11
homer 13 13 13 13 13
huck 11 11 11 11 11
jean 10 10 10 10 10
games120 9 9 9 9 9
IGrAl has 1 h of time limit.
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Table 15
Comparison among Dsatur, Tabucol and Amacol (2/3)
Name Dsatur ShortTabu LongTabu Amacol IGrAl
miles1000 42 42 42 42 42
miles1500 73 73 73 73 73
miles250 8 8 8 8 8
miles500 20 20 20 20 20
miles750 31 31 31 31 31
queen5_5 5 5 5 5 5
queen6_6 9 7 7 7 7
queen7_7 10 7 7 7 7
queen8_12 13 12 12 12 12
queen8_8 12 9 9 9 9
queen9_9 14 10 10 10 10
queen10_10 13 11 11 11 11
queen11_11 15 11 11 11 11
queen12_12 15 13 13 13 14
queen13_13 17 14 14 14 15
queen14_14 18 15 15 15 16
queen15_15 19 16 16 16 16
queen16_16 21 17 17 17 17
myciel3 4 4 4 4 4
myciel4 5 5 5 5 5
myciel5 6 6 6 6 6
myciel6 7 7 7 7 7
myciel7 8 8 8 8 8
mugg88_1 4 4 4 4 4
mugg88_25 4 4 4 4 4
mugg100_1 4 4 4 4 4
mugg100_25 4 4 4 4 4
abb313GPIA 11 11 11 11 10
ash331GPIA 5 5 5 5 4
ash608GPIA 5 5 5 5 4
ash958GPIA 6 6 6 6 4
will199GPIA 7 7 7 7 7
1-Insertions_4 5 4 4 4 5
1-Insertions_5 6 6 6 6 6
1-Insertions_6 7 7 7 7 7
2-Insertions_3 4 4 4 4 4
2-Insertions_4 5 5 5 5 5
2-Insertions_5 6 6 6 6 6
3-Insertions_3 4 4 4 4 4
3-Insertions_4 5 5 5 5 5
3-Insertions_5 – – – – 6
4-Insertions_3 4 4 4 4 4
4-Insertions_4 5 5 5 5 5
1-FullIns_3 4 4 4 4 4
1-FullIns_4 5 5 5 5 5
1-FullIns_5 6 6 6 6 6
2-FullIns_3 5 5 5 5 5
2-FullIns_4 6 6 6 6 6
2-FullIns_5 7 7 7 7 7
3-FullIns_3 6 6 6 6 6
3-FullIns_4 7 – – – 7
3-FullIns_5 – – – – 8
IGrAl has 1 h of time limit.
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Table 16
Comparison among Dsatur, Tabucol and Amacol (3/3)
Name Dsatur ShortTabu LongTabu Amacol IGrAl
4-FullIns_3 7 7 7 7 7
4-FullIns_4 8 8 8 8 8
4-FullIns_5 – – – – 9
5-FullIns_3 8 8 8 8 8
5-FullIns_4 – – – – 9
wap01a 46 46 45 45 45
wap02a 45 45 44 44 44
wap03a 54 54 53 53 50
wap04a 48 48 48 48 46
wap05a 50 50 50 50 50
wap06a 46 46 44 44 43
wap07a 46 46 45 45 45
wap08a 45 45 45 45 45
qg.order30 – – – – 30
qg.order40 – – – – 40
qg.order60 62 60 60 60 60
qg.order100 103 100 100 100 100
IGrAl has 1 h of time limit.
In these testsTabucol is run 50 timeswith amaximumnumber of iterations equal to 100 000. If no legal k-coloring
is found, then Tabucol is run 30 times with a maximum number of iterations equal to 1 500 000. If Tabucol is
not successful it is run 10 times with 10 millions iterations. Finally, if needed, Tabucol is executed 5 times with
20 millions iterations. This gives a total number of 250 millions of iterations. This procedure is called LongTabu
as opposed to ShortTabu that runs Tabucol 5 times with 100 000 iterations. The choice of Tabucol lies in
the fact that the latter works in decision version, i.e., it takes in input a parameter k and looks for a legal k coloring.
Hence, we can compare our algorithm to tabu search in the infeasibility management.
(d) Comparison with more complex and performing algorithms like evolutionary algorithms. In particular, we consid-
ered the Amacol algorithm [21] which is an adaptive memory algorithm (evolutionary algorithms can be divided
in different classes like ant colony, genetic, scatter search and adaptive memory algorithms). The adaptive memory
algorithm is a hybrid evolutionary heuristic that uses a central memory.At each iteration, the information contained
in the central memory is used for producing an offspring solution which is then possibly improved using a local
search algorithm. The obtained solution is ﬁnally used to update the central memory. Tabucol is often used to
implement the local search phase. The reason for comparing IGrAl with such an algorithm is that evolutionary
algorithms seem to be the most performing among heuristics, and thus it can be useful to see how IGrAl compares
with such kind of algorithms.
(e) Comparison with greedy algorithms. We considered one of the best sequential algorithm, i.e., a greedy algorithm
that ﬁrst orders vertices according to a certain criterion and then sequentially colors vertices; this algorithm is the
well known Dsatur [3] and orders vertices according to the maximum saturation degree criterion, i.e., it colors
ﬁrst a vertex whose neighborhood is assigned the largest number of different colors (ties are broken in favor of the
maximum degree node in the uncolored portion of the graph).
By Tables 11 to 13, we observe that, in eight cases, IGrAl ﬁnds better colorings than the best known solutions. Such
improvements are achieved on DSJC125.9 (43 colors vs 44 colors), abb313GPIA (10 colors vs 11 colors), ash331GPIA
(4 colors vs 5 colors), ash608GPIA (4 colors vs 5 colors), ash958GPIA (4 colors vs 5 colors), wap03a (50 colors vs 53
colors), wap04a (46 colors vs 48 colors), and wap06a (43 colors vs 44 colors). We also observe that the quality of the
solutions found by IGrAl is generally close to the best known solutions for the considered graph (for 97 benchmarks
we obtained the best solutions plus the 8 times we achieved colorings lower than the best known solutions). This allows
us to say that the simultaneous use of feasibility and infeasibility in IGrAl is able to provide satisfactorily solutions.
Furthermore, we remark that in some hard to color benchmarks like DSJC1000* the state of the art algorithms use
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Table 17
Further comparison among LongTabu, Amacol, and IGrAl
k = best LongTabu fpsol2 (3graphs), inithx (3graphs), mulsol (5 graphs), zeroin (3 graphs), anna, david, homer, huck, jean, games120,
miles (5 graphs) myciel (5 graphs), mugg (4 graphs), le450_5abcd, le450_15ab, le450_25ab, Fullins (10 graphs),
k-Insertions (10 graphs), DSJC125*, DSJC250.1, school1, school1_nsh, queen (13 graphs), qg.order (2 graphs), wap
(8 graphs), GPIA (5 graphs)
k = best Amacol fpsol2 (3graphs), inithx (3graphs), mulsol (5 graphs), zeroin (3 graphs), anna, david, homer, huck, jean, games120,
miles (5 graphs), myciel (5 graphs), mugg (4 graphs), le450_5abcd, le450_15abcd, le450_25abcd, Fullins (10
graphs), k-Insertions (10 graphs), DSJC125*,DSJC250*,DSJC500*DSJR500.1, DSJC1000.1, DSJC1000.9, school1,
school1_nsh queen (13 graphs), qg.order (2 graphs), wap (8 graphs), GPIA (5 graphs)
k = best IGrAl fpsol2 (3graphs), inithx (3graphs), mulsol (5 graphs), zeroin (3 graphs), anna, david, homer, huck, jean, games120,
miles (5 graphs), myciel (5 graphs), mugg (4 graphs), le450_5abcd, le450_25ab, le450_15ab Fullins (14 graphs),
k-Insertions (11 graphs), DSJC125.1, DSJC125.5, DSJC250.1 DSJC250.9, DSJC500.1, DSJR500.1, DSJR500.1c,
school1, school1_nsh queen5_5, queen6_6, queen7_7, queen8_12, queen8_8, queen9_9, queen10_10, queen11_11,
queen15_15, queen16_16, qg.order (4 graphs),wap01a,wap02a,wap05a,wap07a,wap08a,will199GPIA, latin_square
k > best LongTabu DSJC250.5, DSJC500.1, DSJC500.5, DSJC500.9, DSJR500.1c
DSJR500.5, DSJC1000*, le450_15cd, le450_25d
k > best Amacol DSJR500.1c, DSJR500.5, DSJC1000.5, latin_square
k > best IGrAl DSJC250.5, DSJC500.5, DSJC500.9, DSJR500.5, DSJC1000*, queen12_12, queen13_13, queen14_14, le450_15cd,
le450_25cd
k < best LongTabu (none)
k < best Amacol (none)
k < best IGrAl wap03a, wap04a, wap06a, DSJC125.9, GPIA (4 graphs)
Table 18
Solutions and time progression on DSJC benchmarks with density 0.5
DSJC1000.5 DSJC500.5 DSJC250.5 DSJC125.5
Colors Time Colors Time Colors Time Colors Time
123 0.0 71 0.0 41 0.0 24 0.0
122 1.3 70 0.3 40 0.1 23 0.0
121 1.3 69 0.3 39 0.1 22 0.0
120 1.4 68 0.3 38 0.1 21 0.0
119 1.5 67 0.3 37 0.1 20 0.0
118 1.6 66 0.3 36 0.1 19 0.2
117 1.7 65 0.3 35 0.2 18 1.0
116 1.9 64 0.4 34 0.2 17 389.4
115 2.2 63 0.4 33 0.3
114 2.4 62 0.5 32 0.8
113 2.6 61 0.7 31 7.2
112 2.9 60 1.1 30 20.5
111 3.1 59 1.4 29 3252.2
110 3.5 58 1.4
109 3.8 57 8.1
108 5.1 56 8.6
107 5.6 55 18.1
106 6.1 54 30.0
105 7.1 53 81.5
104 10.1 52 822.7
103 10.9 51 1589.2
102 17.4 50 2894.4
101 21.7
100 42.7
99 67.9
98 138.1
97 211.2
96 473.8
95 1040.4
94 2486.4
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more than 1 h of running time to obtain their best solutions, while our algorithm runs for 3600 s due to the imposed
time limit.
For the sake of a more detailed comparison with the state of the art, we report in Tables 14–16 the solutions found
by Dsatur, ShortTabu, LongTabu and Amacol on almost all the tested graphs. We see by the results that the
ﬁve competing algorithms are such that Dsatur is dominated by ShortTabu (in that sense that the former produced
on all the instances an at least as good solution as the latter), ShortTabu is dominated by LongTabu, LongTabu
is dominated by Amacol on almost all the graphs by IGrAl (only 4 graphs out of 119 IGrAl is outperformed),
and there is not a strict dominance relation between Amacol and IGrAl. In fact, there are instances (9 graphs) in
which IGrAl produced better solutions than Amacol, as well as there are graphs (14 benchmarks) for which Amacol
outperformed our algorithm. In particular, we note that when Amacol outperforms IGrAl it is not able to improve
on the best known solutions, differently from our algorithm that when improves the solutions of Amacol is also able
to improve the best known solutions associated with those instances.
In order to better analyze the results of Tables 14–16, in Table 17 we propose a classiﬁcation similar to that proposed
in [21]. Here instances are grouped into three sets. In the ﬁrst group labelled “k = best”, for each tested algorithm, we
include all benchmark graphs for which that algorithm was able to achieve a coloring with a number of colors equal
to the best known coloring. In the second group labelled “k > best”, we put all graphs for which the target algorithm
had a worse performance than the best known solution. Finally, the last cluster contains all other graphs and is labelled
“k < best” since the solutions are lower than the best known ones.
In Table 18, we show a further analysis on the performance of IGrAlwhere we report the behavior of our algorithm
in terms of solution value and running time progression on DSJC benchmarks with density 0.5.
4. Conclusions
In this paper, we presented a newoptimizationmethod for graph coloring, denoted asIGrAl. The proposed algorithm
works by alternating phases in which the local search works on feasible solutions and phases in which it copes with
infeasibility. By the results on 119 benchmark graphs we show that many times IGrAl was able to achieve colorings
comparable with the state of the art, and for some instances improved best known solutions.
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